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Real Versus Make-Believe Differences

it Told and Dictated Stories by Kindergarten Children

Elizabeth Sulzby
1

Northwest.ern University

This report focuses upnn differences in the structure of

children's.stories, depending on Whether the composition mode of the

story is telling or dictating and upon whether the topic of the story
4

is treated as real or make-believe. This investigation is part of a

\,-larger project titled "Beginning Readers' Developing Knowledges About

Written Language." In the BRDKAWL project six kinds of language

samples were collected and compared. .The language saiples were

conversation storytelling, dictation, handwritten composition,

re-reading, an1r editing. The selection of these kinds of language was

designed to vary from interactive, face-to-face speech to

decontextualized texts able to be understood by a non-present

audience; in other wards, the samples represented oral ankwritten

language differences.

A further purpose of the BRDKAWL project is to describe the

knowledges about written language that children have during the

transition from pre-reading to reading. The six kinds of language

samples in thiv study were deemed to beirelevant to,such a

descriptionL. In particular, diciated Stories or accounts were of

interest because of their use in early instruction.

Dictations are 'frequently recommended and used as instructional
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materials in beginning reading instruction. Within formulations of

the language experience-approach, dictated stories or,accounts are

presumed to be appropriate in terms of their relation tiNhe child'i

current knowledges about language. Stauffer (1980) argued that

children's own language about their own real-life experiences is the

most appropriate early reading material; the syntax, semantics, and content

ofsuch language is "controlled," or suited to the child who produced it.
-

Hendersol6(Note 1) has observed that the differences between

children's dictations and their.conversations about a stimulus for

dictation can be observed for signs'of how close children are to being

able to read. King and Rentel (1981) and Sbizby (1981 and in presa)

have begun to gather descriptive and experimental documehtation of

some of the differences between conversation, storytelling, and

dictation, and some of the relationships between those differences and

children's reading,developmeni.

If a child cannot yet read, it would seem reasonable that s/he

would not differentiate between storytelling.and dictation;jn other

words, storytelling and story dictation would sound alike tb a

listener. In fact, Sulxby (in press) has.found that kindergarten

children signal differences between told and dictated stories in their

speech. They used prosody and pauses to signal these differences

which seemed to be keyed by awareness of the needs of the scribe. ,

Furthermore, she'found that the mode adaptations that children made orally

were related to the degree oeemergent reading ability for children at

the extremes of the distribution.
7
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One purpose of this paper is to investigate the written form of

told and dictated stories. Can differences still be detected-when

these stories are transCribed and the cues of prosody and pausing

rezloved? It is possible that children may make distinctions in

features such as prosody but lack knowledge of textual features needed

for written forms of language7--Written language needs to be

decontextualized so that a non-present, non-interactive reader can

understand the messages Children may treat both told and dictated

stories as contingent entities in which a listener is privy either to

contextual information or may ask queitiolis for clarification. Or

they may treat the told story as more contingent than the dictated

story; in this ease, they shauld be More sPecific in giving

information in the dictated story. One way of detecting*the degree of .4r

decontextualization would be to analyze the answers to who, where,

what, when, till and how questions that,a reader would be able to

derive from the written'transcriptsof children's storiee.

The second purpose,of this paper is tainVestigate story topic

difference's. The issue iswhether real stories coming from a child's

actualomperiences differ in some relevant way from make-believe

stories. To address-this.issue, however, it is important to know that

the knOwledge base frc;at which the child creates such real and

make-believe versions is comparable.

Teo ways in which stories can' differ should be distinguished:

differences related to the quality of story qua story and differences

related to ihe story as4potential reading material. While these two

011/.
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are not strictly separated in this study, the reasoning coneerning the

relevant kindirof differences should be examined,

The quality of the structure of stories que.story has describable

effects upon how stories will be recalled by children (Mandler &
,

'Johnson, 1977; Stein & Glenn, 1979).
. Empirical findings have alSo teen

reported from which it might be inferred that there could be real and

make-belieye differences in the story productions as opposed to recal,l,

of,young children. lbese produetion studies focus upon story qua story

and not as sources of potential reading material. 'The 'qualitative differences

in story structure should Yield storieS that vary in ease of children's

rememtiering them if we reason by'extension from the comprehension or recall

studies but there is. no.empirical evidence addressed to this question.

The differences in the-quality of the stories produced qua story

ere based upon comparisons between studies and may be due to differences in

sampling and elicitation methodology. Forexample, Menig-Peterson and

'McCabe (in piess) found that samples of real-life narratives of young'

children were more well-formed and structurally more complex than were

Glenn and Stein's (1978) fictional stories elicited from children-of similar

ages and descriptions. Sutton-Smith's (1981) corpus contains multiple stories

collected from children but his technique was so naturalistic that comparisons

cannot be made with assurance, particularly since the children were not

queried about their assoeiated intentions to portray reality or fiction.

Similarly, Goldman (in press) specified that children were to make up

a story%An a condition that seems tO call foi make-believe tsles;

however, when 'she elicited reallife experiences'in a seeond condition,
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she did not specify that the children-were still telling stories'.

Her procedures would, however, allowfOr differences to be inferred

about the struCture of the knowledge base used by children to access

:information for describing the knowledge from the real or make-believe

Vantage points. No published study that I am aware of has yet tested

real-versus make-belieVe effects upon stories collected from the same

children

In speculating about how children might differentiate between

reality and fantasy in creating stories, Sulzby (1979) suggested that

children might be so aware of what has actually happened to them in

real-life thaf'stories they tell about these events become less-

complex and more script-like and that'children would be more free to,

construct a well-formed and more complex story. if the topic were

msks-believe. Menig-Peterson and McCabe (in press) found children

able to tell quite complex real-life stories but the researchers

selected the three longest narratives produced by each child and did

not establish a control over topic. Additionally, they did ilot use an

elicitation procedure that specified that the-child was to,tell a

story; rather, the child was telling aboui-an event in a

conversational setting with the focus upon the interaction between

examiner and child ind not upon the quality of the story. When

children produce stories in a school setting as dictations to be later

read, the focus is placed.upon the story as product and not upon the

'interaction between teller and listener.
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The studies cited above were used to compare real and

make-believe differencea in stories qua story. There are no empicical

coMparisons using children's real and make-believe stories as reading.

materials. Theorists dilagree about the possible effects. 'Stauffer

(1980) his defended the suPeriority of real topics as stimuli.

Holdaway (1979) has suggested that these "stori "es, or accaunt4 are

composed of less memorable language than are, for co trast, children's

storybooks written by adUlt authors. SulzW(1981) has discussed

differential-supports and constraints of 'different text types f.or

beginners but did not include real and make-believe differences within'

the same child's composition in the analysis.

The speculations about the advantages of fictional, or

make-believe, narratives as stories include these ygumenta: stories

about make-believe events may be more vivid and memorable to the young

child; the child may elaborate make ents more than real-life events

which may be recited in script-like fashion; and the make-believn

stories may be better formed in the story grammar sense. In this

Paper, these speculations will be narrowed to two issues having to do

with the characteristics needed to comprehend written text: that the

text is specific enough for another person to understand and that the

text is well-formed enough to effectively support memory for the ziven .

text.

In this.study, childrervwere.asked to tell and to dictate stories

that were real and make-believe, all about the same basic topic, as

patt of things people do when they "write a story." A within4sub3ects
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design was chosen since the further focus was to explore the

knoWledges of childien who are just beginning to read. Children's

reading attempts for these stories were used to evaluate their

emergent reading ability in order to test whether there was a .

relationship between emdrgent reading ability and the structural

well-formedness of the stories. Stories were compared to see whether
4

either mode or topic would lead to different degrees of specification

suiting the story to the needs ;f_ the reader.
.

A
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Method

'TWenty-four children (13Lgirls, 11 boys) from one kinderganten

classroom in an upper-michileclass community north of Chicago, Illinois,
f

were the subjects. The students' mean age An October, 1979, was 5-4

(range, 4 1 Theoclaesroam was selected for a longitudinal

study of bc&ijrning reading and 'writing. One consideration in its

-selection was the fact that reading and 'writing were not taught as a

planned part of the curriculum.3 Additionally, the literacy culture of

the community was describable and classroom membership tended to be stable.

Data Collection

This was the second study in which these children had participate .

The children's preliminary knowledges about real and make-believe topicq

and about the specific topic of learning to ride a big wheel had been

assessed in an interview studY called, "General Knowledges About Written
71-

Language." Data for the current study were collected from mid-October

until mid-December with approximately one month between the two sesAions

for each child.

For each setsion, one Of tMo exaMiners took each child to a quiet

spot where the child was put at ease, re-acquainted with the tape-recorder

anA other.procedurea, and then asked to do three things that peopTe can

do "to write a story." The children were assured that the examiner knew
P

that they did not yet know how to write like a grown-up but that'they

knew such about reading and writing already. Children were also told

that the examiner would help tilea4

For each of the:two sessions, three language productions were

obtained: a told story, a dictated story, and a handwritten story.

1 0
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Re-rea ding and editing tasks were part of thejwo written productions.

Orders were counterbalanced and assigned to subjects at random.

Twelve orders wire used with two children in each cal and orders

remaining the same between the two sessions. These orders resulted

from the six orders of telling, dictating, and writing, with the two

orders of real and make-believe varied with the production orders.

Appropriate transitions
4
were provided for each order dsldigned.

Abbreviated versions of the directions are given beo

I VAN? 100 TO WIWI A STORY POO If I. VI
WILL DO 11 TOM WATS. POW I taai TOO

000"T SWAT KIM 1100 10 MU LIDA A
CSOWN-VD-ItT art-T011 mar MOW
WITINC, IdIL sau vow.

ems arnli 11111061 mans sa To Villt A
ATM IS TO 1111. IT TO SOISCAlt Ma lilt
SILCIMNIAIC TO TWIL US TO at SINS TUT
UAW IT Tat WU 1111 WANT IT TO U.
TUT'S WAS 1 WAIIT TOO TO ISO VOL TILL
146 TOWS non. TOW MOM STOlef
SEGIIIWHIC TO S. . (Um Allvattlear)

Dictation Oat al Tua Toms norm CAM SO Ta eine
A AIM IS 10 TM SMOAK US* atilt IT
1101W1 POO 111111.-11111411-13111rWAVUIC-AJ Startillar. 4111 CAM IT 11017110
VOW TILL TOM *TORT 1101001111 SUS
MITZI IT WM SOS 1101. I WANT 1011 TO
D ICTA?* TIM OTOS? MA ISIS TIlt . .
(Sump difilbetiOA)

litypa 11011I7II00 1111111 *IOU Wm a .40101 TUT
DO Tit W111100 00 PAM AU. DT 11P01111.M.
O W AIM* Sal MID CMS CAN NUTS 101111
OWN 1T01111111. TOO CAO MU 01111 STOW
TOR It USW ON VAX.' U DOM"? SAW TO
It JUST LIU MAN-00 WIITIat, TOO WI
JUST DO IT TOM OWN VAT. SOW I WM VOW
TO WAIVE 1111* $TOW . (lval 41ixrcvloaa)

.11am_tkiltsik_srts 11 SIMI' TOM 10 UM TOUR STOWS (DICTATL
IOW STOOD 10 M. MTV* TON MIT)
Alla IT'S A MAL illatt-SALIEVIO STOP AIM
YOU (&IMI PAIII(IIPSIIICIAS MAIMING) APO
11011 TOO ISMS) LEASIMID 1101I TO RISE A SIG

'own VOW TOO (SM) darn* 10
Oa A SIG Wen,
IIMAT AMU 1011 VW TO
00 IT,
AWA PO TOO (S/St) Ow IT,

11
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Total sessions were tape-recorded and subsequentecrtranscribed.

Each examiner double-checked the transcriptions then coordinated all

observational notes ang children's handwritten and dictated stories with

the transcriptions. These assembled documents-served as the protocols

used in scoring. After completion; forty-four percent of the tapes!

were checked against the protocols by a trained assistant. (It should

*-

be noted that there were thus tlin versions of the dictation: the oral
, 4 ,

version taken from the audiotape and the version wrircen by the scribe.

Differences between these two versions were used in jagirig the stability .

,

of the compositiorVfor the chil404

..§.E2E12E.

Three different scoring systems were used. The first was a

"completeness of context" analysi,t, adamted from Menig-Peterson and

McCabe (1978). Tbe second was an adaptation of the production story ,

grammar as.propOsed br Stein and Glenn (1981, Notes 3). The final scoring

system was used to assess children's emergent reading abilities. This

system is described in Sulzby (1981 and in ness) and has been further

validated ss described in Otto and Su/zby (1981, Note 2). These systems

are described briefly below; complete details are available in Sulzby (1981).

CN,
Coupleten ss of context. The completeness of context analysis

was designed to determine to what degree alldien specify informattion for
. 1

their listeners or readers that will answer the tradition0. questions:

who, what, when..where, how, and mhz: The scoring system was adapted

_2v the. content of the itiMulus used in th'is study, learning ta ride a

big wheel (or etherviticle) either as a fictional orreal account.

The ringe of
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possible scores for the-specification of each kind of question is

given below, comParing the original tange used by Menig-peterson and .

McCabe (1978) and revisions used in this study.

Menig-Peterson
and McCabe .

katig--Cla
Sulzby

WHO 0-3 0-3

UMUE 0-3 6-1*

WILAT 0-2 0-3*

WHEN 0-2 0-2

HOW 0-2 0-2

WHY 0-i 0-1

Who scoring "Who" specification addresses the issue

whether or not the child lets the

audience know who the partiaipants

,in the.story are. The scaring ranges

from 0 torjno specification of'

partitipants to.3 for full specifics--
tion.

0 * No mention of participants.

*'Participants referred to.ontY

-by pronouns or other indefinite

reference.

2 * Re1ational but non-specific

person words; names without

relations.

3 * Clear relations with identifiable

specification within.the context,

13'.
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either through "fictionaliza0on"

or full specification.

"Where" specification places a

narrative in space. Menig-Peterson and

McCabe's narratives required a more

extensive 0-3 scoring.. Conteni analy-

sis revealed that these children rarely

A '

specifired location and that a simple,

0-1 scoring for presence (Iv absence

of location was sufficient.

"What" scoring ftppifes to objects

mentioned in the,story7. This scoring

was expanded from 0-2 used by Menig-

Peterson and McCabe'to 0-3 by splitting
4

the highest category in two parts; this

was partially necessary because of the
4

prior specificatic;n of "big wheel.

0 * No reference tO. objects by name.

* Reference to "big wheel" only as

"it somethin ."

2 * Either "big wheel" is named or

at least two other objects must

be named, one of whichSvst no.t

be a part of "big wheel."

"Big whee s named plus at least
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one other object which may be a

,part of "big wheel."

"When" places the narrative in the

)
history of the huthor. Direct time

placement is combined in this

°scoring With literary conventions

about time reference. This scoring'

excludes references to "when" that

implies causation or "why" relations.

0-111-44o'time reference except tense

or sivalling of "fir

then" relatiom dT events.

= General time reference, such

as "one daY," "when.x," or

"for two days."

2 = Specific-time reference or

,literary conventions about time

such as."when I was four yeari;)

old," or once upon a-time."

Why scoring The "Why" scoring answers the question

"why did the* actiOn take place." Thp

scoring used by Menig-Peterson and

McCabe is buited for this, study because

it simply acknowledges the presenpe Or

&bemire of causal relations. The child
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wis iven credit for including causal

relati s whether or not the child

explici ly mentioned causal ielitions

or implie d them. 'The implication must,

however, be cued by words in the text.

.0 = No causal relationship stated or.

'implied.

1 = Causal-relationship stated or

The "how" category describes the

action that takes place in'a narrative.

While the scoring was adjusted to be

Mbre specific about fhe semantic'
r-

content of the elicited actimi, learn-
,

ing to ride-a big wheel, the 0-2 levels

of scoring are numerically the same as

and semantically analogous to the

original scoring system.

0 = Confusing to the listener or

audience. Alternately, the "how"
11,

of the action may be totally

missing or may include no reference

to learning or planful action

related to learning: "I learned

how."
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1 The "how" is incomplete or lacks

important information. The child

may give parts of actions without

clear specification of what the

action is or ihe child may give

a fairly complete explanaiion of

how the action took place but

preseits it in a confusing manner.

2 , This category is a complete

specification of the action. To be

complete, the story,has to iate

or clearly imply the requested goal

"learning to ride a big wheel,"

give actions that make sense'in the

context, And give some notion of the

finale of the Actionsx,congruent to

the goal and plan.

Scoring for completeness of context was done by two raters. One

person scored all the children's stories for all six.categories. That

scorer trained a second rater on the first 6relve children's stories

in each category, then the seconakrater completed the scoring

independently. The percentage of 'agreement ranged from 882 for "why"

to,96% for both "where" aid "how." Disagreements were 'clue to errors

in not following the criteria except for "why" in'mhich some

disagreements arose over implied causal relationships. This analyiis was

only used for 19 children, those with complete sets of data (four stories).
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AdaOted production story grammar. The written version of the

told and dictated stories were scored for structural complexity by

using an adaptation of the production story grammar, as described by

Stein and Glenn (1981) and as modified to fit this corpus. Two

modifications were necessary. This corpus included children.who

refused io produce a story as well as children who produced what Stein

and Glenn call "no Structure" pieces consisting Of either one

statement or one statement and its paraphrase. The second

modification was to include structures'in which the verbs signalled
-

that the narrative was more like a plan or a hypothetical statement of

a story, that could be told than ityas an Scival story." These

narratives were called "procedural" and could easily be placed within

the categories.

Stories were placed into eight categories, with two subdpisiops,

pre-episodic and episodic. 'The pre-episodic structures consisted of

five categories:

(1) No story

(2) No structure

(3) Descriptive Sequence

(4) Action sequence

(5) Reactive sequence

The episodic structures were campriied of the following four classes

of narrative:

(6) Incomplete,episode

(7) Simple episode

(8) Complete episode

(9) Multi-episode.
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The scoring was done by one examiner with extensive experience

with story grammar scoring. As a check upon the scoring, 20% of the

*-
stories were used to train a second scorer who then independently

scored an additionai 25% of the stories. The two examiners agreed .

about the overall structure of all but one,of-the'stories. That

disagreement Was due to whether or not a result could be inferred

from the child's wording.

Scores from zero to eight were assigned with 7zero being given

for "no story," proceeding through eight for multi-episodic stories,.

Assignidg such numbers is not part of the Stein and Glenn procedure

but was useefOr ease of statistical analysis.' The scores of

zero throUgh eight can be considered an ordinal scale, eveu though

there is some question about the reactive sequence.(see Menig-Peterson

_and MCCabe, in press).

Emergent reading ability judgments. The third and final scoring

wae.for degree of emergent reading ability. Assessments were obtained

for each child

thatchild and

type of story.

from the dictated and handwritten stories produced by

from the child's behavior in attempting to re-read each

Four sources were involved in each judgment: dictated

.,
story; re-reading of dictated story; handwritten

.

i,
story; re-reading of

.
.

handwiltten story. A seven-point scale describeein Sulzby (in press)

and shOwn here as Table I was used to descrihe the nature of the written.

productions and. tge degree of.matching voice-and eyes to print. Two

independent judges scored all protocols, with 96% agreement.

Table 1 About adilW

1 9
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The scale description employathe term "story" because children

were asked to "write a story." The only measure of structure embedded,

within the:scale is the difference between scores 1-2 and 3-7. Scores

1-2 were assigned for attempts in whi h the children did not produce

unitized discourses or "text." Scores 3-7 were given in situations

in which the child did proauce connected discourse; however, these scores

have no relation to any judgment about the structural complexity of the

Of
story, n or text.

The scale for emergent reading ability judgments compares the

nature of the composed unit'with the child's ability to reproduce that

unit in a-reading attempt; in effect, it includes the child's ability to

recall the story along with the child's attentiveness to cues from the

/ written form. It treats memory for text as one aspect of reading that

, -
.0merges into comprehension of written text.. This scale is alab treated

as ordinal.

kesults

Completeness of Context

The completeness of context scoring was used to compare overall

differences in specification of inforMation snd also differences in

specificity in addressink each of six questions: who, where, when, what,

.1112b and haw. Table 2 presents results of a repeated-measures analysis

of variance and Tab lb 3 presents the mean scores for each question for

. ,

the two modes of,telling and dictating Auld for the two topic treatments,

real and make-believe. It should be remembered that the lax scoring

procedures werk not standardized,to the same metric and that the scoring

c system was adapted for this stu4y. Table 3 presents comparison scores

for age groups-taken from the data of Menig7Peterson and McCabe (1978).



Table 2

Specification of Context with Topic, Mode, ind
Measures aS Within-Subjects Repetitions

SoUrce

Amonr,Individuals

\ithin Individuals
Measure's

RMB(Topip)
TD(Moda)

M X RMB
M X TD
RMR, X IN)

,
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*df SS MS

18 184.26

......1.1110111........

10.24 16.56**

437 270.11 .62
5 218.93 .1.Vm. own

1 .97 .97 9.76**
,

1 ;02 .02 4C1

5 7.22 1.44 14.56**
: 5 .91

.05

.18

.05
1.85
.41 .

5 .98 .20 1.99

414 41.01 .10

455 454.37

**.g.01

There were significant individual differences in the specificity

Of eontext by these five-year-old children. This finding is not surpris-

ing-and confirms other reports in the literature about the variation

found among childrenest this age level. These differences must be held

in mind as wa analyse the differences vithin individuals.

In the analysis of completeness of context, the mode distinctions

of telling versus dictating did not result in a significent factor.

Children did not differ significantly in how specific they were in pro-

viding essential information for their audience in told mode as opposed
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.oral mode. The topic was held constant in this comparison, no it .
.

would appear that dhildren 'held their basic information the sane across

the Om modes.

A further question was ?hether children always provide,basic"

t-setting informaticin in the same degree of specificity if other

fact

1rs, like topics arl varied. The topic vaFiation, real versus
.

make4elieve, did-produce significant differences, koth 'overall and in
v

i

int. action with the six measures of context specification. (The over-
%

,

all ignificanco of.differences among measureayas not tested ofue to.
..

the iaet thet the sane metric wasknot used acrOss the six measures.)

Thm,ititeraction ot measures by topic (real and make-believe) iltigAhown

as a.grkill in Figure 1 but the reader must remember that onli the'.

difference between pairs of means is -9mparable; relative size of the

13144410; fyom category to category is not interpretable.

Figure 1 .
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Table 3

lideans for Completeness of Context

Category Real, Mikelpelieve Told Dictated Average

*Honig-Peterson
and McCabe's

age-group scores

I.
Whn 1.74 2.08 1.87- 1.95' 1.91 (LEM,: 311-44) WI&

whert .24 r29 :24 .27 .26 (1.62,**-31/2-41/2)I

when .84 .66 .79 .71 .75. ( .60, 81/2-911)

.
, what 2.32 2.05 2.21 '2.16 2,..18 (1.66,**

-

-1

why .55 .71 .71 .56 .63 ( .71, 44-54;
.41, 31/4-44)

how. .76 1.21 .95 .1.02 .99 (1.72, 31s-41/2)

*PO

I.

*Scoring system adapted and different elicitation procedures used in
these studies.

**These scores are not comparable. Converted to proportions, where
avenge for this study is 262; for Menig-Peterson and McCabe, 54% for
34 -.-144's. The'Sulsby what average is 73% and the Menig-Peterson et al
scoring.for 34 - 44's is 83% of their possible score.

The real and slake-believe Stories generated by these five-year-

old children diffeiid overall in how completely the child specified

informatioo to apswer the, basic who, Whereogmen, What, litx, and how
11

questions. From the .graph of the means (Figure 1), it appears that

,/
the,make-belleve stories tended to provide more specific information

about the who, end how in the story. Make-believe stories were

also slightly more specific about location Where, hut so few children



spedified)location at all that thewe' differences should Probably be

disregarded. The real stories, on-the other hand, were more specific

irk_explaining what the object was and when the qvent took place. '

Table 3 gives means for all categories of completeness of

Context for this study, real and make-believe, told and dictated, as

well as the average for each question. Additionally, it furnishes

cosparison scores and proportioes of age groups fromteniW-Peterson

.and McCabe's (1978) data that are most similar to these data. It aan

be seen that the five-year-old children in the current study were able

to.. specify information 40hen'asked to Cell or dictate as part of writing

a story, but that generally their specification was low. For five

categories, their specifications were more like that of younger children

who Were narrating ieal-life events in a conversational setting. Only

one Fategory, when the event happened, was particularly a4vanced when

compared with Menig-Peterson and McCabe's sample, and this advantage

held across all conditions.

Structural Complexity and Emirgent Reading Abiliti

Results from the adapted,production story grammar analysis were used

to address issues having to do with overall structural complexity of the

stories and the possible relation of that complexity to emergent reading

-

ability. Table 4 gives the frequency,of the various story structures

across sessions.

The distribution of story structures indicates that these

stories tend to be less cemplex than those blicited by the story starter

method Of Glein and Stein (1978) and even lets.; complex than the narratives

elicited by.Menig-Peterson and ftCabe (in press).



..

Table 4

Frequendy of Story Structures

Structure Told
Session 1

Dictated
Session 2

Told Dictated Total

No Story 4 5 2 ,) 2 13

No Structure 3 2 1 1 7

Descriptive Sequince 0 1 2* 4

Action Sequence 4* 3* 11 P 7 25

,

Reactive Sequence 4 6 4 8 22
A

Incomplete Episode 2* 1 1 2 6

Simple Episode 1 1 1 0 3

Complete Episode 4 4 1 0 9

Hial4?*pisode 2 1 2 2 7

....11In.../.....wrwm.

Totali 24 24 24 24 96

*Contains one "procedural" nariptive.
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Scores for structural complexity taken from the adapted story

grammar system were analyzed using a eubjects-by-measures design; Scores

from the Emergent Reading Abilities Judgment (Sulzby 1981 and in press)

were used as a covariate and the regression was.not significant. 140

significant portion of the structural complexity.scores is exPlalned

by the emergent reading ability acores (F..4r1). Additionally, there

were no significant)main effects or first order interactidhs (see,

Table 5).

T;.:ble 5

Topic and Node Effects on
Stz4ctural Complexity

df

Among individuals. 23 15.02

Within individuals 72

Hode(DT) '1 .26

.Topic(RHB) 1_ .26

DT X RHB 1 ..51

Raiidual 69 2.33

DT/S 23 Th 3.91**

RHB/S 23 1.69

Remainder 23 1.38

95

,AThis mean square was the only on* of these .

data to produce a significant (2(.01) F-ratio.

to.
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From these data, it appears that there WAS no ma n effect upon

structural comOlexity as measured by the story. grammar. However,

individual variation appears to be significant and to be related to

the mode variable: The interaction of told and dictated by individuals

can be Interpreted to indicate,that some childten would have equivalent

complexity on told and dictated stories; some would be higher on told

and others higher upon dictaeid.

The importance of the mode by subjects int raction is dependent

upon the quality of the 4stii, of course.; Using techniques deiived

from the theory of generalizability (Cro Gleser, Nanda, &

Rajaratnam, 1972, p. 23ff.), the rei,iility of the four different'

scores for this sample of individuals was calculated to bec'.85. 'From'

these calculations, there is some riassurance that the meisurements

used have a relatively acceptable level of internal consistency.

A sr ph of individual scores revealed two clusteis of children',

one grpup in which the told stories were superior: to the diCtated-and

vice verse. There was a six of children high and low in emergent

reading.abilities in both groups (as, indeed, the lack of a regression

effect for emergent reading abilities would have indicated).
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Discussion
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The completeness of context analysis revealed differences in

specification of information according,to topic '(real versus make-

believe) but notacatrdinag to untie (told versu's dictated). When asked

t4'telLand diclate as part of writing a story, thUe kindergarten

.11.ildren did nor'-differ in specificity of information, or decontextualization. '

There were differences in decontextualization, however, dependent upon

whether the topic, learning to ride a big wheer,awas_related from a -

real or a maie-bellevivantaA point. Make-believe stories were more

decontextualized; children specified informatitin more completely-far the

*make -believe. veraion of learning to ride a big wheel. This was not the.

case, however,ofor, all .116s which could be specified.'!

The lateraction,between'the type of Oestion (who,.where, when, *at

4 . *

and how) and* the topic (real anti make-believe) indicates: that

children-were more specific about those items that comprise the heart of

"3

a complete narrative, as described by the story grmmmar theorists

a(andltm&-Johnson, 1977;'Rumelhart, 1977; Stein & Glenn, 1979). ,7

Make-believe stories .we4more specific abour Idiot:AD let, and where---

information, even w1,61.a scoring fit/stet adapted to the-specific content

and directions laced in the study. (BecauseAonationwas mentioned so

little, where will ba..ignOred in this discussion.)- The who scoring

includes, the introduction of a protagonist and Other.relevant.actors;

-

the how Is scored on the basis of.apecification of goal, an attempt, ,

and an outdoes; Itmlndicates that the narrative eigié causal relatiohs

between at least some of its parts. The items in which teal,stories

2-8
3I"

,
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were better specified- seem to be more closely tied to items that young

children nigh:: find important and easily accessible from memory.

These are items that a non-present audience might not care to know unless

,the story were more elaborate About thoSe items in which the make-believe

specification was superior. Real stories told what and when; usually.

this was the specification of the kiy object the big wheel, and the

age Of the child when s/he learned to ride.

These data seem tO give some support to the claim that children

will produce real stories that ate more scriptlike and predictable,

whereas they will elaborate more upon make-belieVe stories. While

AP'

the completenees of context-analysis was not degigned to:examine

story structuri but focused upon-discrete kinds of infortation, there is

some indication that the make-believe stories contained more of the

Of -tetithermoie.,- iheie -element-8- Were MOte

hiehly specified, or more understandable tn a non-present audience:'

The completeness of context analysis may furnish evidence

, of the developing; model of the author/reader relationship of these

70. children. It provides some indirect suggestion that-childiente productions

:ivary in relation to whether or not the child intends to produce a realistic

or 4 fantasy version build from the slime knowledge base. These thildren

are at an agt when the gbility to create an autonomous fantasy worldrin

-.play has been docudented (Scarlett & Wolf. 1979); 'It Is not clear that

there is any understanding on the part of the child of specific needs

of an,Aulience t relation to these vantage points, even though there

- t
is increasing:evidence that children are able to adapt to the needs of

their audience in oral language aituations (MenigtPeterson & McCabe., 1978).
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The above discussion haajocused upon the children as a group.

It must be remembered that there was significant individual variation

among the children, both in completeness of conteit and in-the analysis

of structural complexity which will be discussed below. That variation

wai not attributable to Any of the within-Child variables in the

completeness of Context analyiis but within-child differences were

li

found by the measure of structural complexity' the adaiied story
,

Descriptive findings from the production story.grammar indicate

that the children produced,structures that covered the'entire range

described by Glenn and Stein"(1978) and Stein and Glenn (1981, Note 2)..'

When these storiew,are compared with those produced in .oral language

studies that fccus upon stories for their own sake, raher than as

it is àlear theie àhildren PrOdUceci tories that

are otructurally leis complex. It is highly likely that adding the'

consideration of "writing" to story production ealls upon different

knowledges or considerations that increase processing demandA. These

increased demands may result in less well-formed stories.

While the children produced stories that run the.gamut of structures

posited by the production atory grammar, their atories'did not differ

-structurally according to mode or topic as a main effect. 'The only.

aignificant difference was .the interaction between mode and individuals,

It had been speculated that structural complexity would be 'related

to how cloie a child was to-being able to read independently. While

thiimay be the.case for indtvidual children, this analysis was
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not specific enough to reveal a pattern. Some thildren who were

'nearly able to read indepeaently produced well-formed, episodic- .

,

stOrief4bUt others. produeed brf.f, spfrse pieces. Thei same'kind of
. ,*

. . . - .

variation could be isein by examining examples at the other end of the

distribution. Children's emergent reading abilities as measured by the

Sulzby (in 'press) scale Alid not contribute significantly to the'scores

of structural. compleXity. Furthermore, even though there,was.the

interaction, between zode (told and dictated) and individuals,

examination nf the raw data again revealed no 'Pattern of reading

abilities. For some high and for'some low, children, the told story

was structurally more-complex than the dictatea story and vice versa;

The fact that differences were found with the 'ore specific

analysis.and were not detected with the more inclusive analysis is
- 1Y,

ineriguing* :pertiallarly paired,with the' content of the items in

which make-believe stories were-sdperior in iPecificetion Of

inforeation.' Itis Possible that e more precise adaptation Of.the:_/
"44

production eie*ygrammar4oUld beloorezeyeafing.' Perhaps the

longitudinal.sfudy of ilenning reading and writing,can'suggist
A

4
frUitful directions for sueh adaptatiois.

. ,



Table
Emergent leading Ability Judgments.'

"Reading Judgients"

Score ,

assigned. .

5

So:dictated nor handwritten storieskbence, no attempta
to re-read1-.Child refuses to pretend-readionr.pretend-
write.

Behaviota observed-

2 No handWritten stories produCed, but some primitive
evidence Of reading and writing. Dictation is.clearly
composed of Conversational characteristios.:;Writings
are-either not re-freed or re-4eid very little.

(Folt 3-7, stories are produced.).

3' *es are nof om print. Child says written story
"doesi't say anything" or, for dictated story,
"I can't reed.

4 . Eyes are not on print, but child attempts to.re-read.
The story thus re,ed is similar to original but
Mot stable.*

Eyes are not on print, but child atteipts to re-
read.. Story thus recited is stable.*

Byes are on print, but the child is clearly not
tracking print.. "Story recited is-stable.* (Child
loWbe able to tradk print with aid of examiner
butiuwindependsntiy.: Print can be pretend-cursive,
etc., If the story-clearliaccalipanled the

'

tion-titherItt"tbia task.or pretading talk.)

:Child's eyes are: tracilig obit-1r natciing voice.
to print, "idtually readine,"*.dependently;'With
attention to.meaning.

.
* Stable refers to clauselavel units. If a story is stable

no clausee belie been added, oaitted, or placed oust of sequence.

44,44

** 'Data from:a f011ow400-study, Otto and Sulsby (1981, Note 1), indicate
-

that there IsYSi-altorMaie form of 45" in,which the'eyes are on.Vsint
'but the story recited is Similar but notiltable.* Scoring of:thasie
data are not affected by thatalternite.

57r
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The research reported:

Pootnotei

in7,-was sponsoted primarily by the

'Research Fonpdatikkif'46i Nationa1 'COuncii,17.of Teachara of English,.

1'Additional support was furnished 1.34he National Inetitutacf Education

(NIE-G-80-0176). 'The opinions expressed do not fietessarily refleti the

position, policy,.or endorsement of the supporting agenciip.
, A

Comments and questions about the content may be addressed to the

author, Dr. Elizabeth Sulzby, School of-Education, Northwestern

University, 2003 Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201

1
The agthor expresses appreciation to Dr. Margaret Policastro

for assistance in data collection-and to D. Norman lowers for statistical

advice. Thanks are due to Suaan Anderson, Beverly Cox, Beverly Otto,

and Harriet Rabenovets for assistance in scoring and'analysis and to

the School, teachei, and students:who must remain anonymouts.
. . .

.

2
I'hae 'discussed such a study with .one other researcher and have

conducted 4 follow-up-study with data in the process,of being analyzed._
-,...,_ . .

Since AGA data were collected in 1979-80, se have conducted

a-fUilyear study whidh,includes documentation of the curriculum in

the claserome.. Thue we have evidence that reeding and writing are not

taughtin a fOrmal manner; the teaks that are Closest to formal instruction

are storybook reading whiCh $0011 on throughout thcyear and a unit on

the post-office, around Valentine's. Day.,
,
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Reference Notes

on, E. H. Personai.communication, April, 1981. Henderson

said t his practice.in using the language-experience approach

instrdc iodally Was to explore a stimulus with the children,

allow the children to talk about the stimulus with it still in

view, then remove it for the dictation.. My inference is that this

procedure illows a gradual decontextualization within the situation.

2. Otto, B., & Sulzby, R. .4udging the emergest_reEding abilities of

kindergarten children. Paper presented at the31st Annual National

Reading Conference, Dallas, December, 1901.

3. Stein, N. L., & Glenn. C. G. The Concept of a study: A study of
.'"

story telling:_ Mimeograph. Chicagof The University_ef Chicago,

1981.
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